Living
Merida
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

... the city that dreams of us all
and that we all do and undo
and we remake while we dream it,
the city we all dream of
and that changes incessantly
while we dream it...
—Octavio Paz.
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Before
we begin
I have created this guide with you in mind.
Receive it as a welcome gift now that you
have arrived at your new home. I will take you
through a journey of what I consider essential,
bringing you practical information and useful
advice that will allow you to better adapt
to my customs and traditions.
The gates to my culture, my history, and
my warm land are wide open for you.

Come on in!

Merida

(That of Yucatan)
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I am Merida!
My name is Merida… although not always referred to that way. Before Francisco de Montejo “el mozo” celebrated my founding on the 6th
of January 1542, I was named “T ́Hó”. They baptized me Merida when the Spaniards seeing my
pre-Hispanic monuments would remember the
Roman archaeological heritage of the Merida in
Extremadura, Spain.
My cultural heritage enriched by many migrations
has created a diverse population. As the capital
of the state of Yucatan, my facade is multi-changing although quite unique. My way of being, my
habits, customs, and traditions contribute to
making the roots of the city robust while flourishing they shelter and build a prosperous future
where those born here and newcomers are part
of the same story.
Surely you will notice a few very particular characteristics of my residents. It will be an honor if
you allow me to navigate along these peculiarities to avoid cultural misconceptions and help
you understand the identity of the “Ciudad Blanca” or “Blanca Mérida” as they also know me.
Let me seduce you and be your hostess in my festivities and traditions!
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Diverse

“I could have gone to
Canada, United States
or France, but I choose
to stay here because is
my land, my language;
for the flowers, for
the people, because
I admire and respect
deeply the culture”
GUADALUPE,
MEXICO CITY.
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DIVERSE
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

I

am a mixed-race, daughter of the Mayan and
Spaniard cultures. Plural and cozy. In me, are
gathered around one million people from multiple origins and cultures, each one with their history, their nostalgia, and illusions of the future.
The Spaniards assimilated the local culture and
learned the Mayan language, essential in daily
life to communicate with the natives and trade. If
you visit a market or walk by the street, surely you
will hear that past alive in the orality of my people.
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DIVERSE
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Towards the end of the XIX century and the beginning of the XX, I welcomed Korean, Chinese,
and Lebanese immigrants. In fact, these last ones
with their ingredients and recipes influenced the
gastronomy that has given me great fame.
This diversity has increased in the last decades
with the arrival of people from the vicinities of
Yucatan, from all the states in the Mexican Republic, as well as foreigners of almost one hundred countries of which the most represented
are Canada, France, United States, Cuba, Colombia, and Venezuela.
As you can see, I am accustomed to welcoming
cultural influences and contributing to the enrichment of those who arrive, heiress of a long
history of confluences and coexistences.

The Mayan Language with more
than 525 thousand residents, is
the second most spoken language
in Yucatan. You can learn it at
the Instituto Municipal para el
Fortalecimiento de la Cultura Maya.
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Peaceful

“I feel that the city
opens up to give
me a space in the
`us´ or the ancestral
towns, because in
the coexistence there
are kisses and hugs,
because it´s tradition
to live close being
smaller the personal
spaces...”
ALICIA CEBALLOS, CUBA.
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PEACEFUL
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

G

iven the well-being and quality of life that I
offer, I am a benchmark of security in the
country and at the international level. This is due,
in part, to the work carried out by state and local
authorities in matters of security, but it is also the
fruit of people who like you contributes tranquility
generating a peaceful environment to live in.

You must know that Merida’s society is characterized by its social cohesion and by getting involved
in what happens in their surroundings. Those
who have lived here for generations are accustom to take care of one another, not only among
family but also among neighbors. As soon as
they detect something unusual, someone different comes along or a car that seems suspicious
stops, they report it. This behavior that might
seem strange and even tinged with espionage, it
has been common for decades in my traditional
neighborhoods and suburbs. It is known as “Inteligencia Social” social intelligence or in other
words, caring for each other.
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PEACEFUL
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

In 2019 I was considered
the safest city of Latin
America and the second
in the continent only
surpassed by Quebec
in Canada.
However, I have grown so much that this interpersonal care is declining and although I am a
safe place, be sure to always be cautious. Take
care of your personal belongings never the least
take safety measures at homes and workplaces.
If you have a car, avoid leaving valuable objects
visible.
Contribute to this good behavior of maintaining
the tranquility of your environment. Get to know
and talk to your neighbors, build a community beyond a chat group or social media. On your street
or gated community, there might live someone
interesting that could improve your experience
as a new resident. Encourage encounters and
enjoy my sunsets talking and creating new and
good connections.
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Cultural

“People who come
to visit are surprised
because every day
of the week we have
activities and cultural
events, downtown and
in the suburbs of the
city. When I listen to the
songs of so many artists
and composers f rom
here, makes me feel
Merida a beloved city.”
MRS. ROSARIO, MERIDA.
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CULTURAL

am the cradle of music, poetry in the open air,
I am artistic vein, talent in bloom, I am a melting pot of creativity, living culture, filigree, ballad,
crafts. I am a guitar and two lovers, traditional
festivities where innovation and legacy converge,
present and past, heart and mind, tangible and
intangible cultural heritage, I am the applause of
the theater, a stroll in the park, art galleries on
display.
Explore me and you will see why I was named
American Capital of Culture in 2000, being the first
city on the continent to repeat this recognition in
2017. Also, I am a pilot city of the Agenda 21 de
la Cultura, which recognizes that culture is a pillar
for sustainable economic and social development.
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I

CULTURAL
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

In the downtown of the city and surrounding
suburbs, weekly free events appropriate for the
whole family are offered. I will tell you a bit more
in the section Prepare your cultural agenda! You
are about to live memorable moments.
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“The advantage you
have of being f rom
here is that you are
acclimated to the heat”
I told a f riend.
He responded:
“We are not acclimated,
we are also hot, the
difference is that
we accept it”.
RAÚL, CHIHUAHUA.
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TROPICAL
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

I

am “jacarandosa”! (Colloquial jolly) Joyful and
bright with tropical humid weather all year
around. And of course... if I am famous for one
thing it is for… the heat!
Between March and June, it can reach temperatures of 104°F with an even higher thermal sensation. I recommend wearing a hat or umbrella
and sunglasses. Always have handy sunblock
and stay well hydrated. The humidity is high
and uncomfortable… here you feel the powerful
“bochorno” —colloquial for humid heat—. For
this reason, I suggest monitoring UV intensity in
some mobile applications.
To the relief of my residents between November
and February the temperature drops and there
could be days from 68°F to 75°F. Occasionally we
feel “heladez” —that’s what we call the humidity chill— when the thermal sensation during the
dawn could drop to 50°F.

If you leave the house, close your
windows even if you can’t see a single
cloud… it could rain at any time!
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It is often said, “If the world ends, I am going to
Merida”. Well, it’s not because nothing happens,
there is something happening! Due to its geographical location, the Yucatan peninsula is in
the pathway of tropical storms and hurricanes
whose season extends from June to November.
With anticipation, the authorities will give alerts
and provide recommendations to take preventive measures. Keep an eye on one thing: intense
rains could create seepage and flooding. It is
important that the roof of your home is waterproofed and drainage pipes are not clogged by
leaves or debris. If your street floods constantly,
I suggest calling 999924·4000, the Tow Hall number or 070, Citizen Assistance of the City Council.

Regulation for the
protection and
conservation of the
urban green zone of the
municipality of Merida
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TROPICAL
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Regarding the rains between the months of May
and October, I am more likely to downpour.
Usually, they are weak and short-lived rains, you
would be surprised at how quickly the sun shines
once again… to continue enjoying new happenings. And what spectacles are my sunsets, especially during summer! Get ready for the canvas
of my sky and if you get rain with sunshine you
will likely see a full rainbow and with better luck a
double rainbow!

My identity,
customs,
and traditions
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The people who are born in Merida
receive the demonym of “meridana”
or “meridano”. They have a strong
local identity and sense of belonging;
it will not be difficult to notice!
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IDENTITY
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

I

have peculiar features that make me unique
from other cities in Mexico; even people from
other states say that coming to live here is like
coming to live in a different country. Maybe is because my identity has been forged by values and
traditions that my residents keep alive, proudly
transcended from generation to generation. Not
to brag, I think this has been accomplished by
my customs, the peculiar way of speaking of my
people, and the gastronomy that distinguishes
Yucatan, a state of great cultural, musical, and archaeological richness as the cradle of the Mayan
culture.

IDENTITY
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

While the people are generous, kind, and warm,
it’s probable that initially the Merida’s families and
social circles seem reserved. After feeling assured,
it will be different, you will see that Merida’s hospitality is unique!
An important aspect is the following: if someone
local complains of the heat, the insects or refers
to the very peculiar way of speaking in the region,
it does not mean he is mocking his roots or he is
being derogatory. Take under consideration that
the heat is part of daily life and the way of speaking is a symbol of identity, for which a “meridano”
surely be uncomfortable if any of the above is
mentioned offensively.

Something you should know:
Until a few decades ago, it was usual that most
of my residents knew each other. They might ask
you “what is your last name?”, “is Mrs... related
to you?”. If you have experienced these kinds of
questions, don’t take it the wrong way, is not intended to make you uncomfortable, it is a genuine curiosity to identify a common acquaintance.

Something that you will notice is that
in Merida everyone ends up being
related. Here is an example:
—Are you of the Mendez from Espita
—I don’t know them, but yes
they are relatives.
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IDENTITY

Primarily in the streets of the historic downtown
and surrounding suburbs, when the sun goes
down, it is common seeing people outside of their
homes “tomando el fresco” —colloquial to enjoying
the cool—. They pull out chairs onto the sidewalk
—which we call “escarpa”— and enjoy the evening
breeze chatting among neighbors and relatives.
Resting in bed for a nap as well as sleeping through
the night it becomes a hot experience, so it is common to sleep in hammock and “patear pared” —
kick the wall—. This consists of rocking by creating
momentum with one foot pushing against the wall
to create sway that gives a refreshing and relaxing
sensation.

The Gastronomy is a
symbol of local identity.
A deep-rooted tradition is to have for breakfast “cochinita pibil” —pibil pork— or “lechon”
—smoked pork— on Sunday, either on tacos
or “tortas” —baguette-style sandwich—. I even
invite you to try the “torta” of “castacan” —pork
belly— with cheese. Enjoy and don’t forget to pair
a good bite with Habanero pepper! But beware
because peppers are treacherous. Be careful
also with some spices!
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The heat has created
peculiar customs:

Speaking
in Merida
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SPEAKING

For example, similar to enclosing walls we have
“albarradas”. Here we say that the wind “aporrea”
the doors instead of slamming it; also if someone falls, we say “se aporreó”. A dead-end street
is called “chopcalle” from the Mayan word ch’óop
that means blind or one-eyed. “Chop” is when
you sting your eye or also for a one-eyed animal
or person. You say “mare” to express surprise or
enthusiasms; “uay” if something is scary or is incredible. For disgust or repugnance, you will hear
“fo”. A “negociante” could be anything from a
wedge to level a table to a clothes peg.

When we leave a place we say “me
quite” I removed myself instead of I
left and if someone tells you they want
to “hacerte loch” it means they want
to cuddle you.
A phrase that creates quite a chatter is “Lo busco,
lo busco pero no lo busco” which is equivalent to
say I look for it and look for it, but don’t look for
it. This is because the verb “kaxan” in Mayan has
the same meaning to seek, look for, and to find.
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W

hen someone from Yucatan speaks, their
accent is unmistakable. If it has yet to happen to you, soon you will hear a conversation
that merges Mayan and Spanish words with an
accent “aporreado” —colloquial for a particular inflection when speaking— using words you
probably never heard before. Adopt some of
them for your daily vocabulary!

SPEAKING
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Another similar example is the verb “prestar”
which in Mayan is “mahan” and has both meanings: to borrow and to lend. So if someone says
“¿Te presto $10 pesos?” what it really means is
that you are lending money and not asking to
borrow it.
Not knowing these subtleties could lead to confusion. You have the opportunity to open your
ears and understand my culture. Here are some
examples… have fun!

Daily use
words
Achocar: Introduce by force.
Anolar: Suck.
Batea: Sink.
Bulto: Handbag or backpack.
Chapear: Remove weeds.
Chichí: Grandmother.
China: Sweet orange.
Chopcalle: Dead-end street.
Chuchú: Breast.
Chuchul: Wrinkled.
Chuchuluco: Lump.
K’olis: Bold.
24

SPEAKING
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Cuja: Case.
Escarpa: Sidewalk.
Escorar: Arrange.
Janal pixan: Day of the dead.
Heladez: Humidity
chill at night.
Mak a chi’: Shut up.
Majar: To crush.
Mata: Tree or bush.
Menudo: Change.
Mulix (pronounced “mulísh”): Curly hair.
Nojoch (pronounced “nojóch”): Big.
Papagayo: Kite.
Peek’: Dog.
Pichel: Jug.
Playar: Walk along the seashore.
Puuch’: To mash.
Remolacha: Beetroot.
Tatich: Boss or
supreme chief.
Tirahule: Sling Shoot.
Tóolok: Iguana.
Tostada: Corn chip.
Tuuch: Navel.
Turix: Dragonfly.
Xiik’ (pronounced “shik”): Armpit.
Xiix (pronounced “shísh”): Leftovers
Xni’ peek’: “Pico de gallo” —freshly
chopped sauce—. Chopped onion,
tomatoes and cilantro.

SPEAKING
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Common
expressions
• Mato mi pavo: Surrender or giving up.
• ¡Ponte xux!: Stay alert!
• Hacer chuuk’: To dip in.
• ¿Nos tomamos la jaach?:
Should we have one last one?
(referring to a drink).
• Me quité temprano: I left early.
• Fulano se pasó a morir:
Someone almost died.
• Pásame el negociante: Please hand me
that one thing/object you have there.
• Ya están saats’ las galletas: the cookies
have gone steal from the humidity.
• Lo busco y no lo busco: I look for it,
but I can’t find it.
• Vamos a gustar televisión:
Lets watch T.V.
• Se gastó: It’s gone. Finished.
• ¿Te presto tu carro?:
Can I borrow your car?
• ¿Te hago lóoch?:
Can I cuddle you?
• Este chiquito hizo púuts’ escuela:
This kid skipped school.
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SPEAKING
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• ¿Me alcanzas al centro comercial?:
Could be interpreted in two ways:
I will see you at the shopping center? or
Can you take me to the shopping center?
• Hacer moloch: To create a piled of people
one on top of another.
• Llegaron en moloch:
They arrived all together.
• ¿De qué te toca doña María?:
Are you related to Mrs. Maria?
• José Antonio es el xt’uup de la familia:
Jose Antonio is the youngest child in the
family.
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Traditional
Gastronomy
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Did you know that UNESCO recognized me as a
Creative Gastronomic City and I belong to The
Délice Network a French organization? This is
due to the fact of my cuisine being part of the
economic development of the city as one of my
main attractions.
Predominant in the kitchens of the Yucatecan
homes is pork and turkey, purple onion, tomatoes, corn, sour orange, cilantro, and of course!
The “recados” —marinating paste created from
the grounding of diverse spices— habanero pepper, xcatic pepper, and several other condiments.
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GASTRONOMY
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M

y dishes, recipes, and appetizers are distinguished for their variety, they are iconic Mexican cuisine and a source of pride for Yucatan because they reflect the Mayan culinary tradition and
the blending of ingredients that migrants like you
have brought to season and the enjoyment of my
guests.

GASTRONOMY
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Among the delicacies that represent me the
following stand out: the “queso relleno”, “panuchos”
—corn tortilla with beans topped with chicken,
turkey or boiled egg— and “salbutes” —same as
the panucho but without the beans—, “papadzules” —corn tortilla stuffed with boiled eggs and
covered in pumpkin seed sauce—, “cochinita pibil”
and “lechon”, “chirmole” —chicken in black sauce—,
“sopa de lima” and “poc-chuc” —thin cut pork
marinated with black pepper and sour orange—,
“relleno negro”, “escabeche” and “salpimentado”,
“chocolomo” —beef stew with vegetables— and
“salpicon” —chopped radish, cilantro, and sour
orange— and “mondongo” only to name a few
among the extensive variety that you will find.
If your diet is vegetarian or vegan, you will find
stores, markets, and restaurants with products of
excellent quality. My charm is in the diversity and as
far as foods, there is something for everyone! From
where ever you come from and whichever your dietarian habits might be, you will find a table to indulge in what’s for you. Don’t be surprised if one
of your fellow countrymen opens a restaurant with
your traditional cuisine!
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GASTRONOMY

Friday
“Pan de Cazon”
or “poc-chuc”.

Monday
“Frijol con Puerco”

Tuesday
“Chirmole” or
ground meat
with beans.

Saturday
“Panuchos”, “salbutes”
or “tamales”.

Wednesday
Lentil or
red bean stew.

Thursday
Anatto marinated
chicken with a
side of potatoes.

Sunday
“Cochinita pibil” for
breakfast; for dinner
“Chocolomo”.
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Did you know that
there are specific days
and specific seasons
for certain foods?

GASTRONOMY
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Easter week
“Papadzules” or
seafood dishes

Day of the dead

Pib

In November we look forward
to the “Janal pixan” in Spanish it
means “food for the souls”.
This is because we celebrate the
Day of the dead with a dish called
“mucbipollo” o “píib” which means
oven made below ground as a pit.
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THE STAPLE ONES
Monday

“Vaquería Yucateca” doorsteps
of the municipal palace.

Tuesday

Musical reminiscences
in the Santiago park.

Wednesday

Video Mapping at Casa de Montejo
and Tour in the Cemetery.
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Prepare
your cultural
agenda

AGENDA
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Thursday

Serenade at the Santa Lucía park.

Friday

Video Mapping at the Cathedral.

Saturday

Mayan ball game “Pok ta Pok” doorsteps
of the Cathedral and Mexican Night at the
“Remate” the end of Paseo de Montejo.

Sunday

“Bici Ruta” The bicycle route during the morning
and “Mérida en Domingo” during the day.
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AGENDA

of the City Hall
of Merida
January

Merida Fest

February-March
Merida’s Carnival

March-July

Temporada
Olimpo Cultura I.

May and
November

La noche blanca
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THE MUST SEE

AGENDA
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

July-August
Tunich Tradefair

SeptemberDecember
Temporada
Olimpo Cultura II

End of October
beginning November

Hanal Pixan.

November
The pork Rind
Festival in Xcalachén.
Pib Festival.

November-December

Xmatkuil Fair.

December
Ramada-Posadas.
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Visit
Merida Mx

Events from
the cultural
division of
City Hall
Events from
the Culture
and Arts Board
of Yucatan’s
Government

International
children’s and
youth book Fair

Yucatan’s
International
Lecture Fair

Yucatan
Today
Magazine
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Online sites
and social media
accounts
to be up to date!

Inhabiting me

“I come f rom a city that is
11,811 ft above sea level. We
arrived during the rainy
season, when I got off the
bus I would get soaking
wet. Sometimes it didn’t
rain, but f rom the heat,
I would get soaked f rom
sweating. Even my hair
changed. I was patient and
I realized that living light is
very comfortable. My son
was born here and here
I will remain”.
CARO, LA PAZ, BOLIVIA.
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Downtown
Is the heart of the city which is now your home.
Here you will find museums, buildings, theaters,
monuments, and churches. It is an area distinguished by its commercial and financial activity,
headquarters of Government offices, and departure point of the public transportation for urban
and rural areas. In the last decades, the interest
from foreigners to acquire property in this area
has increased to rescue and renovate buildings
for homes or boutique hotels.
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INHABITING ME

he decision to move and settle in a new city
is defying and exciting. Leaving behind important years of your life, family, and friends to
face the uncertainty that any change implies. You
have made a good decision to come and I would
like to guide you to make you feel at home in this
territory that is divided into five borrows: downtown, east, west, south, and north.

ESSENTIAL GUIDE

T

INHABITING ME
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

The corners of the historic downtown and
certain neighboring streets have names.
You can read them through plaques
of pink stone embedded in the walls.
They owe their origin to events, objects,
trees, animals, or local legends.
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The most modern
and highest resale
value residences of
the city are in this
area like the suburbs
México, Altabrisa, and
Temozón.

East
I have new suburbs like
Mulchechén, Tulipanes,
El Encanto, San Pedro
and Noh Pat.

South
In recent years, I have
received substantial
investment for the
development of the
urban transportation
infrastructure. Among
them, the completion of the
Cultural Center of the South
in the suburb Emiliano
Zapata Sur III as well as San
Marcos Sustentable.
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MAP: YUCATANTODAY.COM

West
Here I have
important residential
developments like
Ciudad Caucel or the
Subdivision Gran
Santa Fe. Here is also
located the Municipal
Center of Dance
and the Zoo Park
Animaya.

ESSENTIAL GUIDE

North

INHABITING ME
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Real Estate
Boom
My real estate offering is wide and vast where you
will find homes with a variety of characteristics
and prices. When choosing, I recommend a
convenient location for your routine transfers to
avoid traffic jams, especially during peak hours.
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Home renting
The requirements to rent
a home could be different
from what you are familiar with. Consider having
an initial cost equivalent
to three months of rents
corresponding to the first
months’ rent, the deposit,
and the payment to the
lawyer who will draft the
contract.

Efficient
process
Find here
what you need for
an efficient process.

Grow your heritage
If you prefer to buy a home, consult with experts.
Without any trouble, you will find a real estate
company willing to help you as well as banking
options for home mortgages.
Consider that if you are not a naturalized
Mexican citizen, you will need to use a legal entity
“fideicomiso” like a trustee to acquire property or
land. A large number of foreigners have bought
houses downtown thanks to this type of structure.
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Unexpected
guests!
I

f you have never lived in a tropical climate, you
will be surprised by the number of small animals
and insects that live in my yards and gardens. It’s
common to see the “dzotz” or bats flying over gardens and pools at nightfall. Don’t be surprised to
see owls that we know as “xooch´” and undoubtedly you will encounter “toloko’ob” iguanas that
can reach up to three foot in length. They mean
no harm and more likely they will take off running
as soon as they see you. Another common little
animal is the “ooch” or opossum whom in this
land we call “zorro” which is nothing like the
“zorro” from other latitudes.
The “ooch” is a nocturnal animal. The only
marsupial of North America! Don’t be afraid
if you see it and don’t bother him. They are
undeniably peaceful and don’t transmit rabies.
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INHABITING ME
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Remember also that all animals have a role in the
ecosystem. Their existence although you might
doubt it at times, benefits you. The “salamanquesas” for example those white almost clear geckos
that crawl on ceilings and walls feed on spiders
and mosquitoes. These last ones might bother
you during the rainy season as not only annoying,
but their bites can get infected or carry diseases
like dengue, zika, and chikungunya.
To prevent these and other critters from entering your home, your windows must have
“miriñaques” that’s what we call here screens. If
your home does not have them, you can fix this
very easily by hiring an “aluminiero” aluminum
specialist. I would also recommend fumigating your house once or twice a year to control
plagues and unwanted crawling guests.

Regulation for Fauna
Protection in the
Municipality of Merida
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How do I
move around?

Driving through my streets and avenues is
safe and simple as the roads are well marked.
Please note that stop signs are displayed in
the corners and the roundabout —glorietas—
should be driven at 30 km/hr. At these types
of intersections, you should be aware of who
has the preference that is the right of way. How
would you know? Those inside the roundabout
have the right of way. Merging into the
roundabout should be done from the left lane.
The central and right lanes of the roundabout
should be used to take the first exit to the right
or to continue straight.

Road courtesy is an ingrained quality among the
Meridian people. Respect the speed limits, yield,
and avoid using the horn unnecessarily.
46

Municipal
Transportation
from Merida’s
City Hall.
While I have grown a lot,
the distances are not so
great like in other cities.
Generally, the traffic is
fluid. Although, during
rush hour the flow could
become slow, especially in certain avenues.
Plan in anticipation your
transfers and explore
alternative routes. Waze
and Google will be good
allies and remember to
respect the stop sign in
the corners.

Regarding public
transportation, routes
have been relocated as
part of the measures
taken during Covid-19.
I suggest that you inform
yourself properly on
official sites to have
updated information.
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Quick Guide of
the urban cyclist

You can also choose to
move around on foot or
by bicycle. Another way
of transporting is hiring
taxis or services through
online platforms.

INHABITING ME
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

What is the
educational
offering?
I

f you have school-age children surely your
primary concern is education. I have a wide
range of public and private institutions that
provide quality education for children and youth.
In regards to higher education, I am the primary
magnet for university students in the southeast.
My variety and quality of offerings bring together
students from all over Mexico and abroad. I have
more than 50 public and private institutions
that offer close to 1,000 undergraduate degrees
and postgraduate programs validated by the
Secretary for Research, Innovation, and Higher
Education.
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Use it to locate which schools and
universities are in your area

Schools

Universities
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INHABITING ME
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Geoportal
Merida City Hall

HEALTH
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

How do
I find
medical care?

I

have been recognized as the medical capital of
southeast Mexico which makes me a destination
for medical tourism for national and foreign
patients. I congregate the largest number of
specialists in the region and I have a robust
network of hospitals, clinics, and laboratories that
guarantee quality and highly specialized services.
There are two coverages to access medical care:
one public and one private.
Public health care is covered by several
institutions of Social Security among the most
important are the Mexican Institute of Social
Security (IMSS) and the Institute of Social Security
and Services for State Workers (ISSSTE).
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Healthcare Merida

The private sector
is composed of
insurance companies,
clinics, hospitals,
and private doctor’s
practices. In this
last one, you must
assume the cost of
care or pay them
accordingly to the
reimbursement
terms of your
insurance policy.

Visit and get to know the free
services I offer like the program
“Médico a domicilio” house
call doctor, appointments
for mammography, and
orientation about illnesses.

Is important that you
know, especially if you are a
foreigner, that the Mexican
public healthcare system
does not guarantee universal
access to free medical
attention. If within your
means, I suggest acquiring
a private healthcare
insurance policy.

Public Hospitals
• Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS).
• Hospital General Regional Noº 1 Ignacio García Téllez.
• Hospital General Regional Noº 12 Lic. Benito Juárez.
• Hospital Regional Mérida del Instituto de Seguridad
y Servicios Sociales de los Trabajadores del Estado (ISSSTE).
• Hospital Regional de Alta Especialidad de la Península
de Yucatán.
• Hospital Materno Infantil.
• Hospital General Agustín O´Horan.

Private Hospitals
• Clínica Mérida.
• Centro Médico Pensiones.
• Star Médica.
• Centro Médico las Américas.
• Hospital Faro del Mayab.
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Mental and
emotional
health

I

know that the change of residence can generate
emotions such as homesickness, anguish, or depression. I have a wide network of professionals
in the field of psychology and psychiatry among
other therapeutic forms that will contribute to
your wellbeing. It will be easy to find experts that
will assist you during the transition to your new
life.
In addition, the Municipal Institute for Women provides services all year around 24 hours a
day for intervention in emergencies, specialized
counseling psychologists, social workers, and
lawyers. Call (999) 923-09-73 or use the toll-free
line (800) 455 7672. If you find yourself in a situation of extreme violence and cannot speak freely,
use the keywords: “Sanitizante Naranja” orange
sanitizer. Help will arrive soon!
The Mérida City Hall in synergy with the College
of Psychologists of Yucatan State implemented
the Covid-19 emotional support line. By calling
(9994) 54-10-81, you will be guided by specialists.

“Línea Mujer” —Women line—
is a free app available for iOS
and Android, that allows you
to request assistance in case
of emergency or danger in
the municipality of Mérida.
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I

n terms of employment, I am a prosperous city
with economic growth above the national average. According to the data from INEGI, in 2019
Yucatan registered an economic expansion of 2.4
%, in contrast to the fall of 0.1 % to the National
level.
The industries with the greatest presence in the
area are trade, tourism, manufacturing, medical
services education, and logistics. There are also
emerging sectors with large opportunities such
as software design, agricultural biotechnology,
and alternative energy sources.
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What are the
business
and labor
opportunities?

WORK
ESSENTIAL GUIDE

My business climate is one of the most
competitive of the country ranked 20th among
363 Mexican municipalities analyzed in the index
of urban competitiveness and a magnet for talent
and investments, thanks to my steady economy
and market dynamics.
As you might know, I am no stranger to the global
economic crisis scenario derived from the health
contingency of Covid-19. We are all an active
part of the economic recovery. With resilience
together we can build a promising future more
conscious and revitalized!

In Mexico, I am a benchmark
for startups and do business.
Do you have an idea for a startup?
At the Municipal Center for
Entrepreneurs, we can guide you.

If you are looking for a job,
I suggest exploring the local
job listings. You can also
check classified ads of the
local newspapers.
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How is it
to live in
Merida?
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I

t is common to hear among my residents and
newcomers that living here is a privilege. You
will enjoy the clean air, beautiful sunsets, plenty
of recreational choices, green areas to exercise,
and peaceful spaces to stroll which will make
your life experience delightful. Depending on
the season, the trees will adorn your journey with
a burst of colors from the pink of the “maculís”
flower, the yellow bouquets of “lluvia de oro” or
the fire “flamboyán”… It is quite spectacular! Not
to mention that when it is cloudy the greens of
my vegetation get magnified… for that, I am one
of a kind!

Some International distinctions
that I have received:
• 2017: Best Places to Retire.
• 2019: Best Small City in the World
• 2019: UNESCO Creative City
of Gastronomy.
• 2020: Tree Cities of the World.
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You will feel that the rhythm of life is different,
some consider it slower and more relaxed. It’s
all about adaptation and understanding the
dynamics of the city.
If you like adventure
and cycling be ready
to explore the routes
of Xcunyá.
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Perhaps the charm that triggered you to relocate
was the proximity to the beach and places like
Cancun, Tulum, or Holbox just to name a few of
the paradises in Quintana Roo. It will take only
a few miles for you to reach from Mérida the
Yucatecan beaches like Celestún, Progreso o
Telchac. Also, you could visit archeological sites
like Chichén Itzá, Dzibichaltún, or Uxmal. They
offer historical and archeological enrichment as
well as the opportunity to connect with nature,
practice ecotourism or even enjoy a dip in some
of the “cenotes” —sinkholes— which make up
the network of underground rivers of the region.

Sustainable Merida
Get to know the opportunities
you could attain through a
subsidy for solar panels and
green rooftops in your
business or home.

Tune-up
your finances
Your living cost will rely upon the needs of your
family, your lifestyle, and the area where you
choose to live. There are options for all kinds of
budgets!
Considering that even while the rental cost could
be lower than other cities, the cost of services is
greater. Also, the salaries in the city are significantly lower compared to the major cities in the
country. Knowing this and planning accordingly
will prevent unpleasant surprises.
Among the utilities, you could be disconcerted
by the high rates of the Comisión Federal de
Electricidad (CFE) —state-owned electrical
company. The use of the air conditioner is more
a necessity than a luxury for most stores and
businesses. It is also an appliance with more and
more demand in homes for which the usage is
very costly. I suggest identifying which are the
high peak consumption hours to establish energy
savings measurements according to the daily
routine of your home. If you have the opportunity
for an investment, consider the installation of
solar panels.
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A city with many parks
One of the favorites and most popular is the “La
Alemán” park where after five in the evening a
children’s paradise begins: electric carts for rent,
inflatables, a small carnival, skating rink, and food
stalls to satisfy your munchies. Very similar is the
style of the “Las Americas” park in the suburb
“García Ginerés” which I also recommend. Is a
park made up of four sections, one allocated as a
children’s playground… kids will love it!
Other places that you cannot miss are the
“Acuaparque” east of the city and the Ecological
Park of the west… are you up for a picnic one
weekend? It is the ideal place to delight the
family, including your pets! Of course, from the
options you cannot overlook the zoo park the
“Centenario” and the “Animaya” park.

Visit Geoportal Mérida

and in the section “buscar”
write the word “parque”. This
way you could find which are
the recreational areas closest
to your home.
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A youngster
with an old soul
As you may have seen, I am a modern city with a
futuristic vision, but I preserve my ancestral culture and ancient traditions alive.
My evenings and nightfalls have their charm.
Whether in downtown or your favorite neighborhood, I have entertainment options for all tastes.
If you prefer a good talk in one of my “cantinas”
—local pubs—, coffee shops or being the dance
spectacle in some club you will have several options to choose from. You will find amusement in
bowling and your spotlight at Karaoke; according
to your taste you could enjoy; a diner in a fusion
restaurant with a charming atmosphere, “salbutes” and “panuchos” at a park from one of my
suburbs or a dinner with friends in an electrifying
terrace where you will find many drinks and gastronomic selections accompanied by good music
that would make anyone sing and dance.
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There is so much to know about me.
Come around to explore my quality of life and
plan your social, cultural, and family connections.

www.merida.gob.mx/cultura

www.visitmerida.mx
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If you are an art lover, you will find dozens of
galleries to delight, even better if it overlaps with
some edition of the multidisciplinary event “La
Noche Blanca”. Beyond the exhibits, some of
these galleries offer concerts, bar service, and
restaurants for which your visit will be a delight
for all your senses.

See you
soon!
Well then, I have so much to say and share, this
essential guide is to help you make your arrival
more comfortable. You will see how little by little
you will adapt and if at any time you will need
personalized assistance the Secretary of Citizen
Participation of Mérida’s City Hall has a local
office for immigrant services.
Reach out and join the network
of people who like you have arrived
and are starting a new life!
atencion-migrantes@merida.gob.mx

I welcome you to this city where “meridanas” and
“meridanos” live my customs and traditions with
deep respect. Join them and share the richness
of your origin. I am a city that adds, shelters,
and preserves a peaceful ambiance where it is
everyone’s responsibility to sustain peace as
the greatest advantage of living here. See you
around in my neighborhoods, events, streets,
and festivities: I will be proud to be the bastion of
your memoirs.

www.merida.gob.mx
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Know the laws, regulations,
agreements, manuals,
guidelines, constitution,
codes, decrees, and conditions
of the Municipal Regulations.
Ventanilla Única Municipal
Single Municipal Resource
All the processes in a single place:
development.
Sistema de Apertura Rápida
para Empresas (SARE)
Rapid System for
Opening Companies.

Requests and reports to
City Hall

Public Services
Drinking water
Do not drink directly from the tap unless
high incidence of kidney stones “lithiasis”
(kidney or urinary tract stones) in Yucatán
with the toughness of the water.
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Merida’s City Hall
Services
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Electricity

Garbage collection
Check with your neighbors about
the solid waste collection company that
provides services in your neighborhood
and their schedules: Corbase, Sana,
Pamplona, and Servilimpia.

State
Government Services
Ventanilla Única Municipal
Single Municipal Resource

More than 50 procedures in one place:
birth, marriage, death certificates,
non-criminal records, duplicates and
renewal of driver’s licenses, payment of
traffic violations, among many others.

Vehicle permits
and procedures
Driver’s licence

Licence plates
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Immigration procedures
Foreigners who intend to settle in Merida
must carry out the corresponding
immigration procedures.

Information and
immigration conditions

Secretary of
Foreign Affairs

National Immigrant Institute

INM Office in Yucatan
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Federal
Government Services
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Secretary of Public
Education
Accrediting of secondary
and higher education

National Electoral Institute
Mexicans must report their change
of address and register with the
Federal Register of Voters.
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